PREMIUM JOYSTICK
with MONITOR CONTROL OPTIONS

Kits can integrate seamlessly with factory joystick and onboard OEM Monitor for Flow Setting, Function Select, and 2-pump flow. Pressure select options are available on select machines.

J1-R/H JOYSTICK  Proportional Application
• Used for R/H Operation
• Slider Proportional (requires external driver)
• 3 Pushbuttons (non proportional)
• 1 Trigger
• Recommended for: SHEAR/DUAL PURPOSE KITS/THUMB

J2-L/H JOYSTICK  Proportional Application
• Used for L/H Operation
• Slider Proportional (requires external driver)
• 3 Pushbuttons (non proportional)
• 1 Trigger
• Recommended for: ROTATION

J4-L/H or R/H JOYSTICK  Non Proportional Application
• Used for R/H or L/H Operation
• 4 Pushbuttons (non proportional)
• 1 Trigger
• Recommended for: BREAKER/SHEAR/THUMB/ROTATION

AUXILIARY HYDRAULIC KITS for EXCAVATORS & BACKHOES

888.603.0080 www.hctkits.com